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Digital Operating & Strategic Charters

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In November 2018, Council commenced a review of its Customer Service function as an
action item from the 2018/19 Operations Plan. This review resulted in a draft Customer
Experience Plan being presented to Council on 8 October 2019 and concluded on 10
December 2019 with formal adoption by Council of the Customer Experience Plan in its
final form.
Following adoption of the Plan – and notwithstanding the serious disruption to Council
services as a result of the COVID-19 Pandemic – implementation of the Plan has
progressed including, most especially, the creation of a new Customer Experience Team
structure to drive key aspects of customer experience strategy.
A major finding in the preparatory stages of the Customer Experience Plan had, however,
been a raising of concern as to the degree to which Council’s Digital / ICT capability,
capacity and system architecture and security was sufficiently positioned to resource and
enable the fundamental changes to Council’s practices and approaches identified in the
Customer Experience Plan.
The purpose of this report is to inform Council of a detailed analysis of Council’s digital
capability and capacity and its ICT structure, resources, operations and directions. Arising
from this analysis, the report seeks endorsement of a Digital Capability and Capacity
Strategy and Roadmap that will not only assist implementation of the Customer
Experience Plan but also generate and enable widespread efficiencies and more cost
effective operations across the full spectrum of Council activities.
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OFFICER’S RECOMMENDATION
THAT
1.

Council adopt the draft Digital Capability and Capacity Strategy and Roadmap

2.

It be noted and endorsed that implementation of the Strategy and Roadmap will
involve a fixed term, three year only appointment of an additional Executive
Leadership Team member

3.

Progress in the implementation of the Digital Strategy and Roadmap be reported
on a regular basis to Council

4.

Costs additional to existing and recurrent budget allocations be met from current
and annual productivity savings.

REPORT
Council’s adopted Customer Experience Plan proposes a range of service delivery model
changes that place heavy reliance on various digital tools and platforms to ensure
successful delivery of the Plan.
At a high level the Customer Experience Plan includes:
•

a strong focus on “Do it all online” to empower customers to self-serve

•

implementation of systems and processes to enable customers to digitally
view, book and pay for facility bookings

•

expanded use of social media

•

more responsive email and knowledge management, and

•

the implementation of a sophisticated Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) platform.

During the review and consultation processes leading up to finalisation of the Customer
Experience Plan a series of critical assessments were made in regard to what steps would
be needed in order to move Council from its traditional ways of doing business to the new
Customer Experience paradigm.
A key barrier to the process of reinvention was perceived to be Council’s level of digital
maturity including our ICT service delivery, digital capability and digital capacity to meet
the demand for transforming our operations.
In simple terms the 2019 Customer Service review identified that our approach to
technology, data and information architecture was based on:
•
•
•
•

Low automation
Closed systems with little integration
A “one size fits all” approach, and
An orientation towards the needs of Council’s administration rather than the
needs of our customers and stakeholders.
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The review then identified that we needed to move to an environment characterised by:
• Digital first
• Open architecture that supports integration
• Design driven by user need
• Built in mobility
• Upgraded ICT capability that enables fundamental change.
Council recently completed the establishment of a new Customer Experience Team, and
systems and processes have been introduced to allow the Team to better serve the needs
of internal and external customers.
While an important and essential start, establishment of the Customer Experience Team
does not in itself ensure implementation of the Customer Experience Plan or the
embedding of a whole of organisation change in the way we define, deliver, resource and
measure the services we provide.
The principal barrier to this all-encompassing change remains the deficiency in our
structural ICT capability and capacity identified during the development of the Customer
Experience Plan. If unaddressed this deficiency will critically limit our capacity to achieve
our aspirations not only in regard to the Customer Experience Plan, but also more broadly
in regard to a suite of opportunities to make more resource effective and efficient
Council’s services across all business units.
Council’s positioning in this regard reflects a general trend and awareness Australia wide
in regard to the impact and potential of current and emerging technologies on the
capacity of local government to truly address customer expectations in a digital age. For
example, a major national study in 2019 concluded that successful reinvention of local
government does not simply relate to the “front end” of customer services, but rather
takes place when all of the “engine rooms” of the organisation including the middle and
back offices are driven by customer focus, seamless integration and the adoption of digital
technologies. That same report highlighted that all Councils face the structural, systems
and skills issues facing our Council and that few have successfully embarked on a
transformation process.1

Digital Transformation Consultancy
In response to the above, Council in August 2020 sought expressions of interest in
assessing our digital capability and in developing a roadmap towards digital
transformation.
Council received forty expressions of interest in regard to this work and ultimately
engaged the services of a specialist digital transformation agency: 3 Points Digital /
Accelera.

1

KPMG, Customer and technology transformation in Local Government, Public Sector Network, 2019
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The commissioned work comprised two key parts:
1.

Digital Capability, Capacity and ICT health check / situation analysis
The Digital Capability, Capacity and ICT health check / situation analysis required:

2.

•

Conduct of a comprehensive and independent, evidence based Digital
Maturity Assessment, including the development of a report card on
where Maitland City Council is currently situated in terms of its Digital
Maturity

•

A review and overall visualisation of Council’s current technology stack
including system and information architecture

•

An assessment of current corporate systems including, but not limited to,
the role and future development of Horizon, our core Corporate
Information System

•

A review of the current resourcing and strategic focus of our ICT delivery
including staffing, structure, capability gaps and capacity.

Digital Capability and Capacity Strategy and Roadmap including ICT Review
The Digital Capability and Capacity Strategy and Roadmap including ICT Review
required the establishment of a digital vision for the organisation and a roadmap for
improving Council’s digital and overall ICT capabilities. In detail it required:
•

Recommendations and actions to guide Council’s response to the Digital
Maturity Assessment

•

Recommendations on systems and information architecture including
the ideal future state for Council’s technology stack, as compared to the
current state

•

Recommendations on the future role and scope of Council’s core
corporate system (Horizon) and how it will fit into the future technology
stack and emerging needs of the organisation

•

Recommendations on achieving the required level of both ICT and
broader organisational capability, and the partnerships required, to
support the recommendations of the Digital Strategy and Roadmap

•

Recommendations on resourcing, staffing, structure and strategic focus
of our ICT service delivery

•

Identification of productivity and efficiency savings opportunities that
can be realised through delivery of the Digital Strategy.

The consultancy took place over a four-week period and included direct discussions
and repeat workshops with over 200 members of staff.
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Findings
Digital Maturity Assessment
The Digital Maturity Assessment concluded that Council, like most if not all local
governments in New South Wales, had:
•

Low maturity in digital capabilities characterised by disparate, paper-based and
inefficient core processes and systems which lack integration and consistent
use

•

Disjointed customer service with multiple and inconsistent access points and
experiences

•

An absence of a unified view on Council’s digital and ICT priorities

•

ICT skills shortages and insufficient inhouse expertise to drive digital change

•

A core system design and functionality that could constrain its effectiveness as
a support platform for all envisaged Council processes

•

A “work around” mentality that sees staff expending time and energy making
do with what they have as opposed to systems being proactively addressed

•

Duplication of applications, retention without purpose of legacy systems and a
lack of clear oversight of funding priorities.

It was also noted that Council’s systems were not adequate to address security issues that
would be generated as more and more services, processes and resources were conducted
and / or made available online.
The current state of Council’s digital maturity was assessed at being 1 to 2 out of 5 across a
range of broad industry benchmarks.
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Digital Operating Model Criteria

Score

1

2

3

4

5

Customer Management

Products & Services

2

Customer Experience

1

Channels & Access

2

Operations

Core Processes

1

Organisation & Governance

2

People Capacity & Skills

1

Culture

2

Ecosystem Management

Business Partners

1

Integration Services

1

Automation & Workflow

1

Data & Analytics

Data Insights

1

Data Management & Governance

1

Platform Orchestration

Core Applications

2

Devices & Infrastructure

2

Security & Privacy
Current
State

2
Desired Target
State

1.5

Traditional

Today - 2023

Digital Council

Response
In response to these findings, a Digital Strategy and Roadmap was devised to take Council
on an achievable three year journey towards a digital future that would embed the
principles of the Customer Experience Plan into Council operations and skill, resource and
require Council’s business units organisation wide to embrace transformative change in
the way they address their strategic roles.
Key inclusions in the Strategy and Roadmap included:
1.

Endorsement of a Digital Vision for the organisation:
Council’s Digital Vision (2023): Delivering “un-council like”
We put our customers first in the design and delivery of our services and experiences,
using digital technologies and offline opportunities to make their engagement with us
easy.
We empower our staff to deliver services in an ‘un-council’ like way by providing them with
data and digital technologies to get things done.
We use data and smart solutions to manage land, our built and natural environment and
to plan for a sustainable future for our city.
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We achieve all this using cost-effective, ‘evergreen’ digital platforms that flex to meet
Council and community needs.
2.

Endorsement of upgraded Capabilities which align customer experience, core
business processes and use of systems into Council’s Digital Operating Model

3.

Endorsement of a set of seven Digital Initiatives with 27 projects to be delivered over
a 2.5-year period

4.

The creation of a Digital Transformation Unit to bring single accountability for all
digital and ICT business as usual and transformational activities

5.

The creation of a fixed term, three-year role of Executive Manager Digital
Transformation to drive digital transformation

6.

Endorsement of an ‘Implementation Roadmap’ which prioritises and schedules all
planned initiatives and projects

Detailed implementation strategies for each of these initiatives were prepared that
contain timeframes, key actions, measures and accountability and dependency
frameworks. All of the initiatives and related and enabling strategies have been designed
to operate within a Digital Operating Model and a Service Delivery Model that ensure
integration, resource efficiency and customer focus.

Structural Change
As noted previously, the Digital Maturity assessment and ICT review identified a series of
shortfalls in relation to Council’s in-house digital capacity, resourcing and system
architecture. These review findings were not unexpected and reflect a sector wide issue in
relation to response to customer demands for online servicing and the opportunities that
digital transformation creates for fundamental – and no doubt challenging – change in the
way Councils operate.
Given the scale of change required, the complexity and sophistication of tasks within the
Digital transformation strategy and the lack of in-house expertise at the required level to
ensure strategy implementation, the following actions have been recommended:
•

Formal inclusion of an Executive Manager Digital Transformation on the
Executive Leadership Team for a fixed three-year term. The Executive Manager
is to have direct and relevant senior executive experience in driving and
resourcing digital transformation and in ensuring whole of organisation
engagement and accountability

•

The positioning of all digital and ICT capabilities under the Executive Manager
and within a new Digital Transformation Unit

•

Staged recruitment of a small number of specialist ICT / Digital practitioners to
address lack of capability in range of areas including Enterprise and Platform
Architecture, Security / Cyber Security, UX / UI (user experience / user interface),
Business Analysis, Vendor Management and Project Management
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•

The addressing of a lack of visibility in regard to ICT governance and decisionmaking and the consequences of that lack of visibility on system or application
selection, systems architecture and security

•

The upskilling where possible and needed of existing ICT staff

•

Growth in Digital / ICT staffing to be commensurate with productivity dividends

•

The review and elimination of legacy, unused and duplicated programs,
processes and software and the identification of the true cost and
consequences of ICT spend

Funding
The principal ongoing costs in relation to implementation of the Digital Strategy relate to
the creation of the Digital Transformation Unit and the time limited recruitment of a
specialist Executive Manager with the profile, experience and expertise to drive digital
transformation within the organisation. Expenditure will also be involved in the
acquisition of key programs including, but not limited to, a contemporary Customer
Relationship Management system, a leading edge Asset Management System and a
Human Resources Information System. Council has and will continue to recurrently fund
its Information Technology (IT) Reserve as a source of funding for programs such as these.
Offsetting these costs will be savings involved in the rationalisation of the current 150+
software systems operating across the organisation, the elimination of process duplication
and paper based systems and the efficiencies generated by the removal of unnecessary
and outmoded touch points in the internal and external customer interface.
On the basis of the above it is intended to fund implementation of the Digital Capability
and Capacity Strategy and Roadmap, in parallel with Council’s adopted Customer
Experience Plan, through existing recurrent allocations and through the productivity
reserve.
Implementation of the Strategy and Roadmap will be closely monitored and will be the
subject of regular reporting to Council on achievements to date, performance against
targets and costs and efficiencies generated.
CONCLUSION
The intent of the Customer Experience Plan is to significantly improve Community
experience of and self-directed access to the services, functions and regulatory activities
for which Council is responsible. The detailed implementation schedules contained within
the Digital Capability and Capacity Strategy and Roadmap will assist and resource
achievement of this customer experience aim. The schedules will also ensure that Council
is positioned to effectively address, through productivity improvements, efficiency gains
and enhanced agility, the constantly evolving needs and expectations of our rapidly
growing community.
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The role of the Digital Capability and Capacity Strategy and Roadmap is to ensure that
Council has the skills, resources, digital architecture, security measures and strategy to
both fully implement the Customer Experience Plan and to enable wider process
improvement and resource efficiency within every business unit. In conjunction with the
Customer Experience Plan, the Digital Strategy and Roadmap is a groundbreaking
document that will take Council to the forefront of local government responses to our
increasingly digital and ever-changing world.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
It is intended to fund costs associated with the implementation of the Digital Capability
and Capacity Strategy and Roadmap wherever possible from existing and recurrent budget
allocations over the three-year implementation timeframe. It is the recommendation of
this report that costs additional to this be met from Council's current and annual
productivity savings.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
This matter has no specific policy implications for Council.
STATUTORY IMPLICATIONS
There are no statutory implications under the Local Government Act 1993 with this matter.
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